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tralian Prime Minister Julia Gillard, 
who recently blasted the country’s op-
position leader as a sexist and misogy-
nist, can surely relate.

our 2012 gender ranking features 
companies that have openly embraced 
this concept of “more than two,” led by 
Vancity and Mountain equipment co-
op, both progressive co-operatives that 
maintain female-dominated boards well 
above the 50 per cent mark. Utilities, 
financial organizations, insurance and 
retail companies tend to be more gen-
der diverse than the manufacturing and 
resource extraction sectors. td Bank 
leads the big five banks with a board 
that is 38 per cent female. The chair-
man of td Bank Group, Brian levitt, 
believes this is the  result of a concerted 
push by the organization. “diversity 
and inclusion is a key element of td’s 
culture and plays a fundamental role in 
attracting and retaining the best talent,” 
he says. “As such, we believe it’s impor-
tant our board reflects the diversity of 
our employees in a similar way that our 
employees reflect the diversity of our cus-
tomers and the communities we serve.”

Measuring female representation, 
while important, does not give a com-
plete picture of the diverse canadian 
population. Statistics canada estimates 
that the proportion of canadians be-
longing to a visible minority group is set 
to grow from 16 per cent in 2006 to be-
tween 29 and 32 per cent by 2030. cor-
porations are looking to appeal to these 
communities as new immigrant groups 
enter the consumer market, while natu-
ral resource companies struggle to gain 
a social licence for projects often lo-
cated in areas with significant aborigi-
nal populations. The arguments made 
for expanding gender diversity in the 

boardroom ring equally true when con-
sidering the addition of minorities, yet 
72 per cent of canadian boards fail to 
provide any representation. 

husky energy leads the minority 
ranking for the third year in a row, with 
seven directors out of 14. other leading 
firms are mining companies, includ-
ing teck, Yamana Gold, Barrick Gold 
and Silver Wheaton, along with retail 
firms Mountain equipment co-op and 
Sears canada. the provincial crown 
corporation Manitoba hydro, ranked 
fourth overall, was the top-rated utility. 
As Manitoba maintains a 15.5 per cent 
aboriginal population, the two native 
board members are representative of 
the province’s demographics as a whole. 

Various initiatives around the world 
are working towards advancing the 
pace of diversification in corporate 
boardrooms. in canada, the catalyst 
Accord was launched last year. it calls 
for canadian corporations to increase 
the overall proportion of board seats 
held by women to 25 per cent by 2017. 
to support the process, the catalyst 
canada Advisory Board will contribute 
names to a list of “board-ready” women 
that will be made available to any sig-
natories.

France, norway, Spain and iceland 
are among the european countries that 
have created mandatory board diver-
sity requirements for public companies, 
based on the limited enthusiasm ob-
served for voluntary measures. Viviane 
Reding, the eU’s justice commissioner, 
announced in october that the union 
was seriously considering eU-wide 
quotas for female diversity. Whether 
voluntary or mandated, we hope these 
measures grow to incorporate minority 
representation as well. K

Since Corporate Knights began its 
leadership diversity index six years 
ago, the conventional wisdom on 

gender diversity in the boardroom has 
shifted perceptibly. lip service is paid 
to the benefits that result – avoiding 
groupthink, increasing innovation and 
improving good governance – while the 
hard evidence continues to mount that 
having more women on boards results 
in better financial returns. dow Jones 
VentureSource released a study in oc-
tober showing that between 1999 and 
2011, successful start-ups had demon-
strably more women in senior positions 
than unsuccessful ones. The credit Su-
isse Research institute determined that 
worldwide, for the past six years, large 
companies with female-friendly boards 
performed 26 per cent better than those 
with men-only boards. 

Progress is being made domestically, 
with 85 per cent of the canadian com-
panies ranked this year having a female 
board member. despite this, according 
to the non-profit group catalyst, can-
ada places 14th on board gender diver-
sity globally. That puts it behind turkey. 
only 10.3 per cent of overall canadian 
board members are female, meaning that 
only select companies have gone be-
yond adding one woman to the board. 
When this occurs the impact is blunted, 
as the new directors often feel ignored 
and isolated. experts in board diver-
sity from the international institute for 
Management development in Switzer-
land, writing in the Wall Street Journal, 
say that “only the presence of three or 
more women on the board leads men 
to view them as more than just female 
directors. The women, too, say they feel 
less self-conscious and less concerned 
about representing their gender.” Aus-
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Female-friendly boards have 
yet to reach a critical mass in 
canada, while our growing 
minority population watches 
from the sidelines.
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ployment barriers? 
not just people with 
physical and mental 
disabilities, but also 
at-risk youth, single 

moms and new immigrants.”
Social capital Partners (ScP) started 

off by offering financing and business 
advice to organizations that committed 
to hire disadvantaged workers, such as 
inner city Renovations in Winnipeg, 
which employs aboriginals, and turn-
Around couriers in toronto, which 
hires from youth shelters.

But after five years, Young had mixed 
feelings about ScP’s achievements. 

“it worked financially and it worked 
socially,” he told Corporate Knights. 
“on the other hand, we stepped back 
and said: it’s taken us five years to pro-
vide 300-odd jobs to the population we 
are trying to help. What are 300 jobs in 
the global scheme of things?”

So ScP shifted its focus. it began 
partnering with franchises, such as Ac-
tive Green and Ross auto centres, and 
offered start-up capital at attractive 
rates to potential franchisees. those 
preferential rates, however, hinged 
on the willingness of franchisees to 
hire qualified job candidates that ScP 
helped identify through community 
service agencies.

“The amount of work that Social 
capital Partners does is phenomenal,” 
said Peter Steele, general manager at 
Active Green and Ross. “They have es-
tablished which agency to talk to in every 
market we operate. in St. catharines, you’d 
talk to March of dimes, but in toronto 
you might talk to workplace agencies.”

The people the chain hires through 
the program tend to have a longer ten-

in the heyday of the tech bubble, Bill 
Young found himself with a bank 
account that was growing by mil-

lions, and a gnawing feeling that some-
thing was very wrong.

Young was not only the ceo of tele-
com upstart optel communications, he 
was also earning a small fortune thanks 
to an investment he made in his cousin 
Bob Young’s open-source software com-
pany, Red hat.

But his wealth only added to his 
anxiety. 

“i sort of had the sense that the 
world had gone mad,” said Young, a 
generally understated individual who is 
exuberant when he comes to topics he’s 
passionate about. “i started to become 
a little disillusioned and told myself i 
need to find something else.” 

The importance he placed on com-
merce remained intact despite the cra-
ziness of those days, but he increas-
ingly became interested in philanthropy. 
Research led him to ideas emerging in 
pockets of the United States that com-
bined business philosophies with chari-
table concepts. it didn’t take long before a 
new innovative social venture was born.

Young founded Social capital Part-
ners in 2001 as a non-profit organiza-
tion. The goal was to use financing as 
a tool to prod socially minded organi-
zations into hiring more workers with 
disadvantages.

“The challenge we picked was, how 
do you find meaningful employment 
opportunities for people who face em-

Turning the Disadvantaged into   
A Competitive Edge
disabled? new to the country? A single mom or 
at-risk youth? Social capital Partners is breaking 
down employment barriers that are keeping millions  
of north Americans out of work.

DiveRsiTY RePoRT

ure than others, and many become 
managers, said Steele. But he acknowl-
edged there are still barriers. “There’s 
resistance everywhere, including our 
own chain, so i don’t want to make it 
sound like everybody’s a saint.” 

At the same time, he feels the pro-
gram is making a difference in the lives 
of some people, including a young em-
ployee who had lost his legs in an indus-
trial accident. “he’s really become an 
asset to the store he’s working in now,” 
said Steele. “When we first met him we 
got into a bit of a shouting match be-
cause he was mad at the world. he was 
in a wheelchair and didn’t want to be.”

The program has also been good for 
the company. After some time, Active 
Green and Ross told ScP that it want-
ed to use the program in its company-
owned stores – ones that didn’t need 
the financing.

“it was like, ‘Wait a sec, we thought 
we needed the financing as the carrot 
to make this happen. We offer the car-
rot of attractive financing and we’ve got 
the stick to call your loan if you don’t do 
this,’” Young said. “And they said, ‘no, 
you’ve found us access to a labour pool 
we would never have had access to, and 
it’s working out.’”

That led Young to the next iteration 
of ScP, one that is a work in progress. 
“The aspiration should be about how 
we get every large and medium-sized 
company to have a community hiring 
program to recruit their entry-level em-
ployees,” he said.

Monitor Group, a strategy consult-
ing firm, agreed to crunch some num-
bers for ScP and suggested that the po-
tential benefit is large. disadvantaged 
groups include a range of people, such 
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as social assistance recipients, new 
canadians, the homeless, previously 
incarcerated people and high-school 
dropouts. The largest addressable seg-
ments are single mothers (more than 
250,000 are unemployed and have chil-
dren over the age of six, making them 
potential candidates) and at-risk youth 
(at least 130,000 individuals in this cat-
egory are job candidates, according to 
estimates by Monitor).

carlo Aloe, a consultant at deloitte, 
which has also been helping ScP, esti-
mates that the total number of disadvan-
taged people who could be employed in 
canada is likely in the neighbourhood 
of one million.

Young’s ambition now is to spur a 
full-scale revamp of the system, from 
the way governments support disad-
vantaged workers to the way commu-
nity and hiring agencies work. The fo-
cus? concentrate on employers as the 
ultimate customer or recipient, not 
disadvantaged individuals. “if you don’t 
think about the demand side, it doesn’t 
matter how well you manage the supply 
side, this isn’t going to work,” Young said. 

That means training must be geared 
to the needs of business, a national net-
work must form so that large compa-
nies don’t have to deal with a patchwork 
of community organizations, and poli-
cymakers should be spending at least as 
much time working with businesses as 
they are with community groups. 

if the system makes it easier for firms 
to find pre-screened disadvantaged job 
candidates, Young and his growing list 
of proponents believe the chips will be-
gin falling in place. K

RePoRt MethodoloGY: 

Source is Corporate Citizen Data-
base. Data is from fiscal 2011 and 
is for the 130 public and private 
companies in the universe considered 
for the Best 50 Corporate Citizens in 
Canada. CK looked at the percentage 
of board members that are women, 
and found the percentage based on 
total directors assessed. This was also 
applied to the percentage of board 
members that are a visible minority 
and/or aboriginal. For more informa-
tion on our Best 50 methodology, visit 
corporateknights.com/best50
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twenty-five presidents and chief executive officers 
from around the world gathered in June at the to-
ronto headquarters of consulting giant McKinsey 

& company to discuss issues of common concern.
The theme of the conference was leadership, but 

the conversation came with a twist. All of the execu-
tives in attendance were gay, each of them members 
of the Young Presidents’ organization (YPo), an in-

ternational support network of 20,000 
corporate leaders under the age of 50.

“it was the first time a gay ceo con-
ference had ever been held in canada,” 
said Andreas Souvaliotis, founder of 
Air Miles for Social change, a division 
of reward-program pioneer loyalty-
one, and its president at the time.

Souvaliotis described the gathering 
as a chance to share experiences and 
showcase canada as a success story 
for gay integration. But even as a soci-
ety known to be accepting and toler-
ant, there’s evidence that the corporate 
world may be lagging – not just in can-
ada, but around the world.

“it’s stunning that within the YPo, 
with over 800 members in canada, i am 
the only openly gay ceo in this coun-
try,” said Souvaliotis, who considers the 
organization a barometer of the larger 
ceo population. “out of 20,000 mem-
bers worldwide we only have about 40 
who belong to this global gay and lesbian 
group within the organization. in other 
words, just over two in 1,000 are gay.”

According to 2009 survey results 
from Statistics canada, 1.1 per cent of 
the population identifies as gay or les-
bian. Based on the YPo numbers, the 
number of gay or lesbian presidents or 
ceos represents just 0.13 per cent of 
that executive population. Worldwide 
it’s only slightly better at 0.2 per cent.

it raises several questions. Are there 
more top executives out there who have 
yet to publicly reveal themselves as gay? 
if so, is it because they worry about the 
repercussions it might have on their ca-
reers? of those who have come out of 
the closet, have they experienced it as a 
career-limiting move – what some in the 
gay community call the “pink ceiling”? 
how does the environment in canada 
compare, say, to the United States?

“My theory is that the corporate environment lags the 
general social environment, but not by much,” said Sou-
valiotis. “The business world, by definition, has always 
been a little stiffer than society in general on this issue.”

But the trend is encouraging, he added, pointing 
out that as boomers retire and corporate employee 
bases get younger, the workplace is becoming increas-
ingly “colour blind” to sexual orientation.

Glass Closet 
Pink Ceiling

does being a gay or lesbian in 
the corporate world give you an 
advantage or limit your career?

DiveRsiTY RePoRT
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braces diversity of sexual orientation.
Smitherman has his own theory 

about why more closeted gay and lesbi-
ans aren’t outing themselves. it’s not be-
cause of fear so much as a lack of fear, he 
said. “They haven’t been under pressure 
to self-identify as gay.” This contrasts 
with the U.S., which lacks the cultural 
acceptance in canada that came with 
the charter of Rights and Freedoms.

“Pierre trudeau did the heavy lifting 
in canada,” Smitherman said. “The situa-
tion is very different in the United States. 
They can’t afford to be closeted because 
the progress toward equality has been 
more stifled. There is a greater need in 
the U.S. for a sophisticated mainstream 
gay rights movement than in canada.”

if that theory is correct, canada may 
have more gay and lesbian presidents 
and ceos than is generally known. 
There’s no pressure to disclose, the pub-
lic sees it as a non-issue, and for the me-
dia it’s not much of a headline grabber.

in the U.S., the opposite appears to 
hold true. When Apple executive tim 
cook took over as ceo after the pass-
ing of Steve Jobs, the U.S. media became 
fixated with his sexual orientation. cook 
had never openly discussed his sexuality, 
so instead he was outed by columnists 
and pundits as the most powerful gay ex-
ecutive in America. Gay activists, noting 
there wasn’t a single openly gay ceo in 
the Fortune 1000 at the time, were also 
eager to have cook become a role model 
for corporate America.

An open question is whether cook 
would have been tapped for the top job 
if he had publicly disclosed he was gay 
earlier in his career? Whether talking 
about the United States or canada, is 
the pink ceiling real, or is it just a per-
ception that’s hard to shake?

two in five gays and lesbians sur-
veyed by Angus Reid said they had di-
rectly experienced discrimination in 
the workplace associated with their sex-
ual orientation, so a problem does exist 
in canada. even Souvaliotis, describing 
himself as a daring guy who has never 
held back, admitted he had concerns 
while being interviewed for his first 
ceo position eight years ago.

in the final stage of the interview 
process Souvaliotis was assessed by an 
industrial psychologist, during which 
he disclosed that he was gay. he asked 
the psychologist whether such a disclo-
sure posed a barrier to getting the job. The 
very asking of the question was telling.

“i paused a bit,” said Souvaliotis, add-
ing that such hesitation revealing one’s 
sexual orientation means something is 
still wrong. “heterosexual people don’t 
have to discuss it, so the fact gays have 
to discuss it validates the theory there’s 
still a pink ceiling there.”

The psychologist in that interview 
was Guy Beaudin, a leadership coach 
and senior partner with consultancy 
RhR international. he told Souvaliotis 
that there might be some risk to disclo-
sure, but that doing so would make life 
easier for him in the long run.

Beaudin, who advises companies 
from all over the world, said the “pink 
ceiling” question doesn’t have a cut and 
dried answer. take the highly conservative 
culture of the U.S. south. “Most of the guys 
i know are still in the closet,” Beaudin, who 
is openly gay, said in an interview. 

“Also, it gets trickier if you’re in a 
client service business. internally, there 
may be no consequences, but it’s more 
difficult to come out to your client.” Same 
goes for consumer-facing businesses 
wanting to avoid the potential of boycotts.

he also admitted that being gay and 
on an executive team is different from ris-
ing to become president or ceo.  “When 
it comes to the top job there is a bit of a 
pink ceiling there.” But he’s convinced it’s 
just a matter of time before it disappears.

Beaudin said his corporate clients 
are more concerned these days with 
just getting the right talent. The last 
thing they want to do is create a barrier 
to finding that talent, and there is some 
evidence – as outlined in Kirk Snyder’s 
book The G Quotient – that gays and 
lesbians make better corporate leaders.

“You’re much more aware of the 
world around you,” said Beaudin. “Also, 
the coming-out process does force 
you to have an awareness of yourself, a 
certain level of self-confidence, and to 
manage your emotions and relation-
ships during a fairly difficult process.”

in addition to having better coping 
mechanisms when dealing with crises, 
gay and lesbian executives tend to have 
more diverse personal relationships. “That 
gives you more flexibility in terms of man-
aging a broader, more diverse group of in-
dividuals within a work environment.”

Smitherman believes he is evidence 
of that. “i could point out various points 
in my life when i believe my sexual ori-
entation has been an advantage,” he 
said. “lots of people might find fault 
with me, but it’s not because i’m gay.” K

not to say that all industries are on 
the same path. Souvaliotis said compa-
nies in technology, marketing, financial 
services and other knowledge-based 
sectors tend to be more orientation ag-
nostic. Blue-collar industries have taken 
longer to adjust. “The less education and 
social education required in an industry… 
the slower the adoption,” he said.

An online survey on lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual and transgender (lGBt) work-
ers, conducted in August 2011 by Angus 
Reid Public opinion, found that 61 per 
cent of gays and 73 per cent of lesbians in 
canada felt it was important to be “out” 
in the workplace. But some are still keep-
ing it to themselves. indeed, of those 
choosing not to disclose their sexual ori-
entation, three in 10 said they were wor-
ried about negative consequences. half 
said they didn’t feel the need or thought 
it was anyone’s business to know.

Jaideep Mukerji, managing direc-
tor of Angus Reid Public opinion, said 
a not-so-insignificant proportion still 
believe they will experience social ex-
clusion and ridicule, workplace harass-
ment, or be passed over for promotions. 
it’s a fear that shouldn’t exist in the 21st 
century, said darrell Schuurman, co-
founder of the canadian Gay & lesbian 
chamber of commerce, which collabo-
rated on the survey. “corporate canada 
needs to do a much better job.”

More companies are stepping up, if 
the growing corporate partnerships with 
Pride at Work canada are any indication. 
The group, founded in 2008, pushes com-
panies to recognize lGBt employees as a 
crucial part of a diverse workforce.

over 40 organizations have embraced 
the effort, including all of canada’s major 
banks, several large law and consulting 
firms, two titans of telecommunications 
– Bell and telus – and big name tech 
giants iBM, cisco, and hP. noticeably, 
only one resource-based company, Shell 
canada, is listed as a partner.

“in many ways, the corporate com-
munity leads the rest of canada, partic-
ularly in places like downtown toronto,” 
said George Smitherman, former deputy 
premier of ontario and one of the first 
openly gay senior politicians in canada.

There may be a bit of a rural and 
urban divide, and differences between 
industries, but Smitherman is con-
vinced the gaps aren’t as wide as some 
people think. indeed, 70 per cent of 
respondents to the Angus Reid survey 
acknowledged that their workplace em-


